
Aeduct's Arcane Binding Tape
Wondrous item: (Rarity varies)

There are few magical items more useful or arcane 
technologies so taken for granted as the modern 
miracle that is Aeduct’s Arcane Binding Tape. These 
unassuming strips of magical cloth have proven to have 
to have a near endless supply of uses.

Arcane Binding, or Aeduct’s Tape, as it is commonly 
referred to, is ingenious in it’s simplicity. Thin strips 
of Drow Silk, specially treated in a bath of proprietary 
magical dyes, are inscribed with spellwork to create 
a magically adhesive roll of cloth capable of bonding 
permenantly to almost any surface, and withstanding 
incredible forces. What’s more, modern innovations and 
variants in the inscribed spellwork are able to extend 
the utility of Aeduct’s Tape even further.

While Larger bolts of Arcane Binding can sometimes be 
purchased for industrial use. Aeduct’s Tape is generally 
sold in 2in wide rolls of 30ft, and 60ft lengths, and is 
easily recognized by the distinctive pattern of runic 
spellwork, which glows briefly when activated. Arcane 
Binding can be Cut to any size, and comes in a number 
of varieties. Some of the most Common are listed below

Aeuduct’s Arcane Binding
Cost: 2gp/ft

The original Arcane Binding Tape, Aeuduct’s Arcane 
Binding comes with a trigger word inscribed on the 
inside of it’s golden spool, and adheres instantly to any 
nonliving surface when that trigger word is said. It can 
be easily cut to length with any blade, but once bonded, 
will support up to 200 lbs of weight. 

Aeuduct’s Arcane Bandages
Cost: 5gp/ft

Used to quickly treat workplace injuries, Aeuduct’s 
Arcane Bandage comes pre-perferated at 6 inch 
intervals, and can be used to heal lacerations and 
puncture wounds on living creatures. 6 inches of tape 
recovers 1d6 hp and takes a full action to properly apply. 
The tape gradually fades away, fusing with the target’s 
skin over the course of 24 hours.

Aeuduct’s Restorative Bandages
Cost: 20gp/ft

Banned in numerous cities an kingdoms. Aeuduct’s 
Restorative Bandages were created to help ease those 
long hours of work or adventuring. Similarly perforated 
to arcane bandages, 6 Inches of Restorative Bandage 
can reliably recreate the effects of taking a short rest, 
and this effect can stack with more applications to 
grant the benefits of an long rest. Unfortunately, the 
effects of the bandages proved to be highly addictive, 
and extensive use often leads to total dependance and 
an inability to gain the benefits of resting without the 
product’s use.

Aeuduct’s High Strength Binding
Cost: 5gp/ft

Threaded with Strands of Ironweave for additional 
strength, Aeuduct’s High Strength Binding works 
exactly the same as the original binding tape, but 
has a bonded strength of 500 lbs, and is resistant to 
bludgeoning, slashing, and piercing damage once 
activated.

Aeuduct’s Releasable Binding
Cost: 3gp/ft

Inscribed with a two-way enchantment, Aeuduct’s 
Releasable Binding adheres to surfaces just like the 
original binding tape, but can be removed by way of 
a secondary trigger word. Unfortunately a flaw in the 
runic inscription means that the bonded strength of 
the tape is reduced by 50lbs each time it is released 
in this way, so the same strip of tape cannot be used 
indefinately.

Aeuduct’s Conductive Binding
Cost: 4gp/ft

Used to quickly bridge connections in places where 
traditional wiring is not an option, Aeuduct’s Conductive 
Binding has a bonded strenght of 100 lbs, and is 
electrically, thermally, and magically conductive

Aeuduct’s Elastic Binding
Cost: 3gp/ft

Aeuduct’s Elastic Binding functions almost exactly the 
same as the original binding tape, but once bonded, is 
capable of stretching up to twice it’s original length.
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Aeuduct’s Luminous Strip
Cost: 2gp/ft

A simple but ever useful variation, Aeuduct’s Luminous 
Tape doesn’t have the same holding power as other 
arcane tapes, topping out at a bonded strength of 50 
lbs, however when a second trigger word is spoken, the 
runes on Luminous Tape emit bright light out to a range 
of 10 ft, and dim light out to a range of 20 ft.

Aeuduct’s Silencing Strip
Cost: 2gp/ft

Initially developed to silence noisy tools and machinery, 
Aeuducts Luminous Tape only has a bonded strength of 
50 lbs, but is capable of making any tool or object it is 
applied to completely silent. Unfortunately, many thieves 
and bandits have discovered that this property works 
just as well when applied over the mouth of a noisy 
victim. 

Aeuduct’s Mending Tape
Cost: 5gp/ft 
 
Aeuduct’s Mending Tape was created to quickly repair 
damaged tools and equipment on the go. Rather than 
simply bonding to a surface, Mending tape actually 
repairs breaks and tears in the same way as the 
Mending cantrip. In order to be effective, the entire 
break or tear must be covered by the tape. When 
activated this tape fuses with the object it is attached to, 
fading away

Aeuduct’s Adhesive Fuse
Cost: 1gp/ft

Aeuduct’s Adhesive Fuse was originally a failed 
experiment, however it’s rapid combustibility eventually 
found use in large mining operations and controlled 
demolition. When one end of a strip or roll is ignited, 
the flame travels almost instantaneously from on side 
to the other, consuming the tape. It has recently been 
discovered that Adhesive Fuse can be used to transmit 
the effects of touch based spells as well, destroying the 
fuze in the process.

Aeuduct’s Everclean Wrap
Cost: 3gp/ft

Highly sought after by mages and other compulsive 
cleaners, This variant of arcane tape only has a bonded 
strength of 20 lbs, but once applied becomes an 
invisible barrier against water, dirt, and other forms of 
contamination.

Aeuduct’s Saftey Tape
Cost: 2gp/ft

Developed for and reducing workplace accidents, 
Aeuduct’s Safety Tape is a specialised variant of 
releasable binding that can be applied to any sharp 
or otherwise dangerous surface to render it incapable 
of dealing damage. Applying up to 2ft of safety tape 
requires a full action.

Aeuduct’s Instant Barricade
Cost: 3gp/ft

Created to help quickly section of dangerous or sensitive 
areas such as crime scenes, Aeuduct’s Instant Barricade 
has all the same properties as the original Arcane 
Binding, but with a few important additions: 
 
When used to enclose an area by creating an unbroken 
perimeter of tape, Aeuduct’s Instant Barricade functions 
as a powerful ward, preventing creatures from entering 
or exiting the enclosed shape. Any Creatures inside 
the enclosed are when the perimeter is completed may 
pass through the perimeter at will, and can designate 
who, in addition to themselves, can pass through the 
perimeter, or set a password that will suppress the ward 
for 1 minute if spoken within 5 feet of the door. Casting 
the spell knock on the perimeter will also suppress the 
ward for 10 minutes.

The perimeter of tape can be cut and removed by a 
specially enchanted blade, permanently destroying the 
ward.

Aeduct's Barricade Knife
Wonderous Item: Any bladed tool or weapon

A simple blade inscribed with proprietary enchantments, 
Aeuduct’s Barricade Knife is a specialized tool used to 
cut through perimeters of Aeuduct’s Instant Barricade. 
The knife also has three charges that can be used to cast 
the spell Knock. These charges refill at a rate of 1 every 
24 hours.

Production and sale of these knives are very strictly 
regulated, and they are usually only provided to law 
enforcement agencies. 


